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An excellent resource for anyone in or entering the field, market-leading DOSAGE

CALCULATIONS: A RATIO-PROPORTION APPROACH, fourth edition, teaches you how to reduce

errors and build your confidence in dosage calculation. It carefully examines both basic and

advanced calculations, including intravenous medications and those specific to the pediatric patient.

Extremely reader friendly, the book includes a comprehensive math review and a unique three-step

method of calculating dosages that trains you to approach calculations logically. The new fourth

edition reflects the latest drugs and protocol, regulations on medication abbreviations, medication

administration technologies, and safe medication practices. Clinical simulations and Clinical

Reasoning Skills scenarios based on QSEN principles help sharpen your clinical reasoning skills,

while Section Examinations help prepare you for your future with test items formatted like graduate

licensure examinations.
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"The writing style is straightforward, clear, and concise. Explanations are easy to follow--a student

could use this text as self-study. Readability of the chapters is very good - easy to follow from one

concept to the next. The reading level is appropriate for my students. The coverage is

comprehensive and the organization is very effective. I have used Pickar's text for over 10 years

and find the order very effective.""Great pictures of real drug labels and actual syringes. Well

organized from basic to more advanced. I think it (the book) is very good and will recommend to my



students.""I found the use of Math Tip, Quick Review, Rule, Remember, Caution, and Critical

Thinking Skills to be extremely beneficial. They reinforce the content as well as learning style of the

text. I feel my student could greatly benefit from these areas. The use of reasoning skills assist the

student to understand material. The lay out of the content, ERROR, Possible Scenario, Potential

Outcome, and Prevention are areas I have not seen express in this way in other texts. This will

assist the individual student in understanding the potential outcomes of their actions with every

chapter."

Gloria D. Pickar, R.N., Ed.D., is President and Chief Academic Officer of Compass Knowledge

Group in Orlando, Florida. She is a former Academic Dean at Seminole State College in Sanford,

Florida. She is also the author of nine editions of best-selling DOSAGE CALCULATIONS.Amy

Pickar Abernethy, MD, is Associate Professor of Medicine and Nursing at Duke University in

Durham, North Carolina.

I am not very good at math, but this book has helped me during Nursing School. It has step by step

rules on how to do dosage calculations to administer medications. It is so straight forward that I was

able to pick it up and complete the practice questions without giving up like I used to do with math. I

have a math test every semester, so I like to go back to the practice questions right before. It has

helped me pass all my dosage tests.

The package arrived 3 days after I ordered it on a Saturday morning in PERFECT condition. It was

wrapped tightly and the book is brand new just as described! I am absolutely thrilled, and want to

thank the seller for exceeding my expectations! I am always a bit hesistant when I order things

online, and hardly ever do because of all the horror stories of fraud going around. But I needed this

book in a pinch, and it was overpriced and out of stock at the college bookstore so I turned to . Not

only was it in perfect condiion AKA: Brand New; but it was at a lower and much more reasonable

price then what the book store wanted. Great buy! And I would definitely use this vendor again!

I ordered this book used to save a few dollars (in the end, I think I actually only saved $5... not sure

why I even did that!) But it was being shipped by , and I was able to use my Prime 2-day

shipping.The book arrived RAPIDLY - I was thrilled! Really, less than 48 hours. I opened my door

(to leave for class!) and there it was!!! YAY!It may as well have been new - the condition was

perfect.While it's easy math, it's still important that the instructions are easy to follow, and these are.



I'm really happy with the descriptions of how to solve simple to complex problems. Let's face it - we

all learned it in grade school, but many of us nursing students haven't done math in a LONG time!

(I'm noticing, in nursing school, that a lot of the other students are adult learners who are taking time

to go back to school!)Really thrilled with everything about this order - fantastic shipping time,

packaged in typical  packaging, like-new condition, saved a few bucks... what more could I ask

for?!There's also a DVD in the back for extra help with problems. I tested mine out first to make sure

there was no damage due to the book being used. the DVD works great, and I'm going to use it for

review. :)Five stars all around.

I bought this book for a dosage and calculations class and am now re-using to refresh my memory

as I start nursing school. This book starts at square one with the basics of decimals and fractions

and continues on up to advanced IV calculations. It was well worth the money - I can see myself

using this book through all of my schooling.

Real world examples including common labels of medications,incorporated into the problems, for

real world experience with dosage calculations.This was an excellent review for me as a seasoned

ICU nurse who needed a review of dosage calculations.This book is a welcome addition to my

reference library.A new nurse would benefit from having this book as it reviews and teaches

everything you need to know about dosage calculation with a review of basic

math,decimals,fractions,ratios etc.Worth the high price I paid.

For me this is the only book you need to learn for calculating med dosage in any medical field.

Starts with a short review of ratio-proportion explanation and problems, as well the metric system

review and percentage/decimal conversion problems. Book is full of application type problems and

demonstrates solutions proceeding to sample problems and test questions. Solutions for problems

is given at back of book. Demonstrates solutions and step by step procedure on how to arrive at the

appropriate dosage when what is ordered is different from the supply on hand. IV solutions including

how to calculate drops/min which will vary according to iv set used. An excellent resource for all.

This rating is based upon my goddaughter's experience with this text. She is math-phobic; I have

watched her struggle with this problem for a while. She describes this textbook as a breakthrough

for her! She's taking the drug calculation course now, and truly demonstrating mastery of the

materials. I will be ordering a second for my own daughter to have on hand for a reference book.



For someone who struggled with math my whole life, I ended up with an A in my dosage calculation

class. The book guides you step by step and simplifies everything. My professor was not good and

refused to write problems on the board. So I taught myself. Thank you  for this book!
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